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Abstract
A combination of a physical model and numerical models
has been used in the design of a block revetment for the
Danish North Sea coast. The wave pressure loading on the
revetment during design conditions was investigated in a
physical scale model. The measured wave pressures were used
as a boundary condition for the numerical models. Solutions
for the flow equations through the coverlayer, filter layer
and subsoil were then obtained in the numerical models,
taking into account the influence of turbulence. With these
solutions the stability of the coverlayer and subsoil was
evaluated. The paper presents a description of the various
models and information about the design of the revetment.
Introduction
Numerical models were developed within the scope of a
research programme on block revetments in order to calculate
the loading on a block revetment during wave attack,
Hjortnaes-Pedersen et al (1987) and Bezuijen et al(1987).
This research programme was commissioned by the Dutch
Department of Public works (Rijkswaterstaat) and was
performed by Delft Hydraulics in cooperation with Delft
Geotechnics. The numerical models were used to calculate the
pressure distribution in the filter layer and subsoil below
a block revetment when the pressure distribution on the
revetment due to wave attack is known. Both the wave
pressures and the calculated pressures underneath the
revetment determine the uplift pressures on the coverlayer
of the revetment. These uplift pressures can be compared
with the "strength" of the coverlayer.
The wave pressures which were required as inputs for the
numerical models were determined by means of physical model
tests. Since only wave pressures on the slope had to be
measured and the influence of wave impacts on the stability
of a block revetment could be neglected, these pressures
could be measured in a small scale model.
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3
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The combination of a physical scale model and numerical
models was used to evaluate the design of a dune toe
protection which is now under construction in parts of the
Danish North Sea coast.
The design of the block revetment is presented in this paper
and the physical model tests described. A brief description
of the numerical models is given together with the results
Of the calculations for this revetment. Finally the
modifications in the design, based on the results of the
calculations, are discussed.
2. Block revetment used as dune protection
On some parts of the Danish North Sea coast erosion has
been very large, on average 3 - ^ m a year. This has caused
some dunes to disappear and others to become very weak. As s
result the low areas behind the dunes are open to flooding.
On these stretches of coast it is necessary to stop the
erosion and to re-establish the flood protection. The
measures being taken against the erosion are a combination
of onshore and offshore beach nourishment and low detached
breakwaters parallel and close to the shore line. The flood
protection is being re-established by building artificial
dunes protected by a concrete block revetment. Concrete
blocks are being used because:
a. They are cheap compared with other types of artificial
coverlayers.
b. Denmark has no quarries close to the North Sea coast.
c. Concrete blocks look relatively atractive into the sandy
coast environment.
d. Constructional procedures are relatively easy and a high
quality can be achieved.
e. The concrete is very durable in a marine environment.
A sketch of the concrete block revetment is presented in
Figure 1. Water level and wave conditions vary depending on
the location. The conditions expected with a return period
of 100 years, for the most exposed structure, are shown in
Table 1.
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Figure 1:

Original cross section for the design parameters
given in Table 1

Waterlevel:
Waves in a depth
of 19 m
Shore profile:

3.65 m above datum
H

= 8.2
s
Tp = 12

slope

Revetment slope

m
s

1:20

from -0.30 to -6.00 m
below datum
1:100 below -6.00 m below datun
1:2
from - 0.30 to + 8.10 m
above datum

Table 1: Design conditions
The design crest height at the various locations is taken as
the sum of the high water level, the wind set-up and the
maximum breaking wave height above still water level. For
the conditions given in Table 1 the crest height will be 8.1
m. Since waves will run-up the slope to above the level of
the block revetment, the first 5 m of the crest of the
structure has been protected with rubble.
The toe of the structure has been designed at such a level,
that there will be no damage by scouring during the design
storm.
The blocks are placed on a filter structure of 40 - 60 mm
rubble between two layers of geotextile. The purpose of the
upper layer is to prevent the rubble layer from being filled
with sand from above. The blocks are 0.75 m high and weigh
3,000 kg. Some of the blocks are 1.0 m high in order to
introduce slope roughness.
The following questions were raised when evaluating the
design:
- Can block thickness be reduced?
- Is a 1:3 slope preferable to a slope of 1:2?
- What is the influence of revetment roughness on run-up
produced by using blocks of different height?
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3. Physical model
Small-scale model tests were carried out in a wave flume
to obtain information about the wave pressure distribution
on the slope. The wave flume has a depth of 0.8 m and is
equipped with a system to compensate for wave reflections.
The tests were carried out with irregular waves on slopes
of 1:2 and 1:3- Since only the wave pressures on the slope
had
to be measured in a physical model test (to provide
inputs for the numerical models) it was unnecessary to model
the revetment itself. Only the geometry of the revetment and
the foreshore were of interest in the physical model and
these were modelled in concrete. The model layout is shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Model layout
Wave h eights were mea sured on the profil e with fiv e wave
easu red with a w ave run -up meter on the
gauges; r un-up was
1:20 slop e, see Figu re 2 . The po siti ons of the pressu re
gauges on the 1:2 si ope are show n in Figure 3. Becaus e wave
impacts s horter than 0.2 s durat ion are not of import ance to
the stabi lity of the rev etment, the pressur e signals could
be filter ed by a 6.2 5 Hz (in mod el 2 5 Hz) 1 ow pass fi lter.
The low-p ass filter is n ecessary to prevent interfere nee
with high frequencie s. M ost test s we re run at a geome trie
scale of 1:16. The s tabi lity of the rubble on the ere st was
measured directly in the model t ests and th erefore th is was
modelled to the same geo metric s cale factor The near shore
incident wave condit ions for the mod el test s were cal culated
from the deep water cond itions w ith the END EC compute r
program, Stive (1984
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Figure 3: Location of wave pressure gauges on the 1:2 slope
The model tests indicated that the wave runup on the 1:20
slope can be considerable and during the design conditions,
Table 1, and with a crest height of 8.2 m in prototype, more
than 10% of the waves passed the highest indicator of the
wave run-up meter. This implies a wave run-up of over 43 m
up the 1:20 slope. These run-up values led to an investigation of the run-up as a function of the crest height. The
results are shown in Figure 4, for the design conditions
given in Table 1.

PERCENTAGE OF
WAVES CROSSING A
LINE 37m BEHIND
THE CREST
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Figure 4: Percentage of waves crossing the 37 m line (see
text) as a function of the crest height
On the 1:20 slope a line 37 m from the top of the revetment
in prototype was chosen to indicate the extent of run-up,
because information was available about the waves crossing
this line also for the tests runned at different geometric
scales.
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More
waves passed the 37 m line with the 1:3 slope than
with the 1:2 slope, but the difference was small.
It appeared that the increased roughness, obtained by
using blocks of different height, would led to a 10$
reduction in the number of waves crossing the 37 m line
during design conditions. During moderate storm conditions
this reduction would be even higher. With a significant wave
height of 3 m in deep water the reduction would be up to
25%.
The wave pressures measured in the physical model have
been used in the numerical model. This topic is discussed in
the following chapter.
4 • Numerical models
In order to evaluate the stability of the revetment, it
is essential to determine the uplift pressures on the
blocks. These pressures are determined by the difference
between the pore pressure in the filter layer under the
blocks and the wave pressures on the blocks. If the mean
uplift pressure on the block is larger than the pressure
corresponding to the weight of the block plus the friction
forces between adjacent blocks then a block can be lifted
out of the revetment. The stability of the sand underneath
the revetment is also important since no sliding may occur.
These stability criteria cannot be investigated in a small
scale model test because of the soil mechanical scale
effects which occur in such a test. A large scale
investigation is a possibility, but in this project it was
decided to use a numerical approach to evaluate the
stability criteria. The uplift pressures on the blocks and
the stability of the blocks were calculated with the
STEENZET/1 program, to calulate the pore pressure in the
filter layer and the resulting block movement (see
Section 4.1).
The pore pressure distribution in the subsoil was calculated
with the STEENZET/2 finite element program which can be used
to calulate the pressure distribution in both the filter
layer and the subsoil, assuming no block movement (see
Section 4.2). This pore pressure distribution was used in a
stability calculation to evaluate the geotechnical stability
against sliding. These numerical models are described
briefly in the following sections.
k.l STEENZET/1
The pressure distribution in the filter layer is
determined by the flow through this layer and the flow
through the joints around the blocks. The flow in the
subsoil itself has no influence because of the low
permeability of the sand compared to the permeability of the
filter layer. Assuming a flow parallel to the slope in the
filter layer, a flow perpendicular to the slope in the
coverlayer and a coverlayer permeability which is
concentrated in the "horizontal" joints, see Figure 5. the
following formula can be derived for the potential in each
joint:
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t,i

(1)

the piezometric head in the filter layer

(m)

near joint i
the piezometric head on the revetment

(m)

near joint i
the thickness of the granular sublayer
the thickness of the blocks
the length of the blocks
the permeability of the filter layer
the permeability of the cover layer

(m)
(m)
(m)
(m/s)
(m/s)

Figure 5: The STEENZET/1 finite difference scheme
At the phreatic surf ace th e piezometri c head in th e filter
layer i s given by th e posi tion of the phreatic sur face. At
the low er end of the revet lent the con dition
i + 1 *i-l ls
assumed. If there is no phreatic surface,
. at the
i-1
i+
top of the revetment . The potentia 1 di stribution i n the
filter laye r can be solved numeric ally with Equati on (1) for
all joi nts if the di fferen t values of the piezomet ric head
on the reve tment (•
. ) an d the po siti on of the ph reatic
, 1
surface are known. I n the STEENZET /I c ompu ter prog ram this
solutio n is obtained using an iter ativ e sc heme. Re suits of
den Ade 1 (1 987) can be use d to cal cula te t he perme ability of
the fil ter layer. On the b asis of per eabi lity tes ts den
Adel de scri bed the c oeffic ients a and b in the For chheimer
relatio n (i = av + b v2 , wi th i the hyd raul ic gradi ent and v
the fil ter velocity) as a function of the porosity and d„ ^
15
of the gran ular mate rial The permeabi lity of the coverlayer i s de termined by var ious flow re sist ances in and near
the joi nts as descri bed by Klein Brete ler and Bezu i jen
(1988)
Tur bulence i n the flow through the j oints is
include d by adapting the p ermeability of t he cover layer to
the cal cula ted gradi ent du ring each it erat ion cycl e. A
linear flow conditio n is u sed in the f ilte r layer.
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The turbulent flow has therefore to be linearized. This
linearisation is performed in such a way that the flow
velocity calculated with the linear flow relation is the
same as the flow velocity calculated using a turbulent
permeability relation at a gradient equal to sin(a), with a
the slope angle.
The piezometric head on the revetment (4>.

.)

t, 1

is

determined from measured wave pressures by linear
interpolation of the results of the pressure gauges. The
wave pressures measured in the small scale model can be
transferred to prototype values by using Froude's law. The
measured pressures can be scaled up using the geometric
scale and the time scales using the square root of that
scale. This means that the 50 Hz sampling frequency in the
model tests, at a scale 1:16, corresponds to a 12.5 Hz
sampling frequency in prototype.
The *. values were calculated for the various time steps
x
using different values of •
.. The position of the phreatic
surface is calculated for each time step by taking the still
water level as a starting position and adapting the phreatic
level to the nett flow of water in the filter layer. In this
way the potential distribution can be calculated for each
sampling of the wave pressures over a period of several
waves. The results of this program have been compared with
the results of large scale model tests and show good
agreement (Bezuijen et al (1987)).
If the mean calculated uplift pressure on one block
exceeds the pressure corresponding to the weight of the
block and the friction forces, then a block will start to
move. This movement can also be calculated in the program
using a simple routine. The uplift pressure, multiplied by
the block area, determines the uplift force. Subtracting the
weight of the block and the friction force gives the nett
force F , which causes block movement. The acceleration of
n
the block can then be calculated using the well known
relationship:
F = M..a
n b
Where: M,

:

the mass of the block

(kg)

a

:

the acceleration of the block

(m/s2)

Double integration of the acceleration giving the block
movement.
The movement calculated in this way however is too large. In
reality the block movement is less, because the moving block
itself causes a pressure decrease in the filter layer. A
routine that includes the influence of the moving block on
the pressure distribution has been developed. This routine
was not used in this project because, due to lack of
experimental evidence, it was not certain that the results
would always be on the safe side.
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4.2 Results of STEENZET/1 calculations.
Calculations were made for slope angles of 1:2 and 1:3
and various coverlayer and sub layer permeabilities. The
influence of the slope on the maximum uplift pressures
appeared to be small. This means that a 1:2 slope is in fact
the most economical. The results of a typical calculation
are shown in the Figures 6 and 7- The black area shows the
measured wave pressures and the grey area the uplift
pressure, but only when larger than corresponding to the
weight of the blocks. The vertical height of the area
represents the pressure, in metres of water, at the location
were the pressure was measured. Figure 6 shows the position
of the wave front at maximum wave run down; there is hardly
any water on the revetment and as a consequence the wave
pressures are very small.

10-

MEASURED WAVE
PRESSURE
[ Lift pressures larger than those corresponding
the weight of the blocks and movement of the
locks did not occur.

Figure 6: Wave pressure measured during wave run down.
Results of STEENZET/1 calculations
Figure 7 shows the pressure distribution just after wave
impact. From these figures it is clear that, for the
revetment being studied the highest uplift pressures can be
expected just after wave impact, when two areas of high wave
pressure occur on the revetment separated of an area of low
pressures. The high wave pressures are transmitted through
the filter layer, leading to high uplift pressures in the
area with small wave pressures.
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measured wave pressure

0J

Figure 7: Wave pressure measured after wave impact. Uplift
pressure when lagrger than corresponding to the
weight of the bloks and calculated movement of the
blocks. Results of STEENZET/1 calculations
Although during wave run down the filter layer is almost
completely filled with water, the maximum wave run down does
not appear to be a critical situation. The uplift pressure
is never larger than the pressure that corresponds to the
weight of the blocks. Due to the hydraulic gradient in the
filter layer the pressure distribution in that layer is by
no means hydrostatic, leading to small pore pressures and
uplift pressures.
The permeabilities of coverlayer and filter layer had a
distinct influence on the uplift pressures. The lowest
uplift pressures were found for a minimum filter layer
permeability and a maximum coverlayer permeability. The
permeability of the coverlayer is determined by the
permeability of the joints and is reduced due to the
geotextile between the blocks and the filter layer. The
design was therefore adapted and the geotextile removed.
Without the geotextile some sand will be transported into
the filter layer. However this sand will only reduce the
filter layer permeability. Dutch experience has shown that
this sand never causes trouble.
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A design criterion had to be chosen for det ermm ing the
block thickness. The criterion, no block sh all e ver move
during design conditions, leads in fact to a ver y large
block thickness and is too strict to be of pract ical use.
The clamping forces between the blocks are compl etely
neglected; however, due to these clamping f orces
the
strength of the revetment is increased sign if ica:ntly.
Pulling tests have shown that sometimes for ces m ore than 10
times the weight of a block are necessary t o ext ract it from
the revetment (Burger 1985). However the re liabi lity of this
extra strength decreases if calculations sh ow th at blocks
immediately above and below can move at the same time. The
following design criterion was therefore us ed: t he revetment
is considered to be stable if calculations with STEENZET/1
show that only one block moves and that the move ent
calculated is much smaller than the thickne ss of the block,
In reality this will be a stable situation due t o the
clamping forces.
Apply this criterion a bloc k thickness of 0.5 m was found,
assuming a filter material with d._ of 20 mm and an average
joint width of 5 mm.
An unexpected result was the influence of the toe
permeability on the calculated uplift pressures. This was
simulated in the calculations by changing the permeability
of the lowest joint in the revetment; Figure 8 shows this
influence. The increased permeability leads to higher
piezometric head in the lower end of the filter layer and,
as a consequence higher uplift pressures.

piezometric head
\pn slope measured

6-

TOE

PERMEABILITY = 10X PERMEABILITY OF A

TOE

PERMEABILITY;

JOINT

PERMEABILITY OF A JOINT

4-

piezometric head
in the gravel
(calculated)

0

12

3

vertical position on the slope (m) —

Figure 8:

Influence of toe permeability on uplift pressures
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1.3 STEENZET/2
The results of the STEENZET/1 calculations showed that a
1:2 slope would be more economical, because less concrete is
needed. The calculation however omits the effects of sand
body sliding. This kind of failure can occur locally when
the grain stress in the sand is reduced by seepage.
The pore pressure distribution in the subsoil due the wave
attack was therefore calculated with the STEENZET/2 program.
STEENZET/2 is a 2-dimensional finite element program
specially developed to calculate the pore pressure response
under revetments due to wave attack. The model is based on
what is referred to as the storage equation:
Vq = C d*/dt
Where:

•
q
C
p
g

:
:
=
:
:

the piezometric head
the specific discharge
pgn|3
the mass density of the fluid
acceleration due to gravity
porosity
compressibility
d/dx,d/dy

(3)
(m)
(m/s)
(1/m)
(kg/m»)
(m/s8)
( )
(m2/KN)

With solutions of this equation it is possible to
investigate the influence of the air content of the pore
water on the results. The program can handle turbulent flow
on the base of the Forchheimer relation and various
materials can be considered. Measured wave pressures can be
used as boundary conditions in the same way as in the
STEENZET/1 program. A more extended description of this
program is given by Hjortnaes-Pedersen et al(1987). The pore
pressure distributions calculated with STEENZET/2, were used
in a stability analysis as described by Bishop. This method
is well known and is described in, for instance Terzaghi and
Peck (1967).
>\A Results of STEENZET/2 Calculations
Calculations w ere performed for the 1:2 slope and the
block thickness i ndicated as stable by the STEENZET/1
calculations (0.5 m). The element mesh used is shown in
Figure 9- The mod el tests showed that a large amount of
overtopping can b e expected during design conditions and it
was therefore ass umed that, during these conditions, the
sand body directl y behind the revetment would be completely
filled with water . Outward directed hydraulic gradients
perpendicular to the slope, are most dangerous for revetment
stability. The wa ve period which led to the highest uplift
pressures in the STEENZET/1 calculations was used as a (time
varying) boundary condition. Very little is known about the
air content of th e pore water and therefore calculations
were run with dif ferent values of air content. Results are
shown in Figures 10 and 11. In these figures lines of equal
piezometric head are shown at the moment of maximum outward
directed hydrauli c gradient; the wave boundary condition is
also shown at thi s particular moment.
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Figure 9: Finite element mesh used in STEENZET/2
calculations

WAVE PRESSURE

Figure 10: Measured wave pressures and calculated lines with
epuipotential. Results of STEENZET/2 calculations
-assumed air content in the pore water: 1%

WAVE PRESSURE

Figure 11: Measured wave pressures and calculated lines with
epuipotential. Results of STEENZET/2 calculations
-assumed air content in the pore water: 5%
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This wave cond ition was measured just after a period of
rapid run down . Since Equation (3) is a transient equation,
the boundary c ondition prior to this particular moment is
also of import ance. The figures clearly show the influence
of the air con tent. The higher the air content, the higher
the outward di rected gradient. The stability calculations
showed however that even with an assumed air content of 5$.
the safety of the 1:2 slope against sliding is more than 1.5
with a frictio n angle of 35° for the sand, 40° for the
gravel and sch ematizing the concrete blocks to a friction
material with a friction angle of 25° . From these results it
was concluded that the 1:2 slope will be stable against
sliding during design conditions.
DESIGN GR6ST HElGHt °l

DESIGN WATEfi LEVEL O

Figure 12: Adapted design based on model studies
5. Conclusions
The co mbina tion of physical and numerical models can be a
valuable tool in the design of a placed block revetment. As
a result of th is study the following adaptations were made
to the de sign:
a he avier rubbl e is used for the crest protection,
the geote xtile between the blocks and the filter layer
is
emove d.
a fi lter layer of relatively small gravel (16-32 mm
is u sed.
Duri ng th e manufacturing process the surface of the
bloc ks is made irregular so that the joints will be
abou t 5 m wide.
The geote xtile between the blocks and the filter layer
is
eplac ed by a filter of relatively small gravel in
orde r to reduce the uplift pressures. This makes it
poss ible to reduce the block thickness from 0.75 to
0.5m
The model tests showed that increasing the roughness of the
slope by varying the thickness of the blocks reduces the
wave run-up, especially during moderate storm conditions.
According to the stability calculations a structure with a
slope 1:2 is stable during design conditions. Since the
difference in calculated maximum uplift pressure and
measured run-up with a 1:2 slope and 1:3 slope is only
small, a 1:2 slope is preferred because less concrete has to
be used. Figure 12 shows the adapted design.
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A total of 11,420 m of this revetment had been built by
September 1988.
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